“Protect your data with Host Data Loss Prevention.”
Data loss equates to financial loss for an organisation. There are many repercussions of data theft, including loss of clients to a competitor. A data breach leading to personal client data being released publically will result in reputational loss, and from the 25th of May 2018 when GDPR is implemented, can also result in multi-million Euro fines being imposed on the organisation that was the source of the data breach. Host Data Loss Prevention (Host DLP) includes tools specifically designed to prevent the unlawful distribution of an organisation’s data at a local endpoint level. This includes the prevention of the copying of specific data on to removable drives to be moved off site.

Host DLP solutions from DRS:
It is very easy to miss something when it comes to protecting valuable organisational data. If your focus is not on data loss risk, it is probable that you are unaware just how easily and quickly your important data can leave your organisation. With two decades of experience, DRS has extensive knowledge of the tools needed to put HostDLP into your environment, and to create the required policies and structures to best protect your data.